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The nature of the parent compound of a high-temperature superconductor (HTS) often plays a pivotal

role in determining its superconductivity. The parent compounds of the cuprate HTSs are antiferromag-

netically ordered Mott insulators, while those of the iron-pnictide HTSs are metals with spin-density-wave

order. Here we report the electronic identification of two insulating parental phases and one semi-

conducting parental phase of the newly discovered family of KxFe2�ySe2 superconductors. The two

insulating phases exhibit Mott-insulator-like signatures, and one of the insulating phases is even present in

the superconducting and semiconducting KxFe2�ySe2 compounds. However, it is mesoscopically phase-

separated from the superconducting or semiconducting phase. Moreover, we find that both the super-

conducting and semiconducting phases are free of the magnetic and vacancy orders present in the

insulating phases, and that the electronic structure of the superconducting phase could be developed by

doping the semiconducting phase with electrons. The rich electronic properties discovered in these

parental phases of the KxFe2�ySe2 superconductors provide the foundation for studying the anomalous

behavior in this new class of iron-based superconductors.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.1.021020 Subject Areas: Condensed Matter Physics, Strongly Correlated Materials,

Superconductivity

I. INTRODUCTION

The superconductivity in high-temperature supercon-
ductors (HTSs) often arises from the doping of their parent
compounds. While the parent compounds for the cuprate
HTSs are antiferromagnetic Mott insulators [1], those for
the iron-pnictide HTSs are metals with spin-density-wave
order [2,3], highlighting the differences between these two
families of HTSs. AxFe2�ySe2 (A ¼ K, Cs, Rb, . . .) is a

new series of iron-based superconductors discovered re-
cently, whose peculiar properties have generated a lot of
interest [4,5]. For example, angle-resolved-photoemission-
spectroscopy (ARPES) experiments did not observe any
hole Fermi surface near the center of the Brillouin zone of
KxFe2�ySe2, thus ruling out the presence of the common

s�-pairing symmetry found in other iron-based HTSs [6].

Moreover, it appears that the superconducting phase is not
adjacent to any metallic spin-density-wave state in the
phase diagram, but rather, it is on the border of an insulat-
ing and magnetically ordered state accompanied by an
iron-vacancy order [7,8]. Neutron-scattering studies found
that the ordered magnetic moment could be as large as
3:3 �B per iron cation [9], which is the largest among all
the ferropnictides and ferrochalcogenides discovered so
far. Further thermal-power and transmission-electron-
microscope (TEM) measurements were able to distinguish
two antiferromagnetic insulating (AFI) phases of
KxFe2�ySe2: an ‘‘AFI1’’ phase, characterized by a positive

thermal power and a superlattice-modulation wave vector
(1=5, 3=5, 0), indexed using the tetragonal unit cell with

lattice parameters of a ¼ 3:913 �A and c ¼ 14:10 �A and a
space group I4=mmm, and an ‘‘AFI2’’ phase, characterized
by a negative thermal power and a superlattice-modulation
wave vector (1=4, 3=4, 0) [7,10]. Theoretically, these anti-
ferromagnetic insulating compounds were proposed to be
the parent compounds for the AxFe2�ySe2 superconductor

[11,12]. Since the iron-vacancy order was shown to cause a
band narrowing for ferrochalcogenides and drive the sys-
tem into a Mott-insulator phase, this observation invokes
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an intriguing possibility that the iron-based HTSs could
also be viewed as doped Mott insulators, and thus there
could even be a unifying mechanism for both the copper-
based and the iron-based HTSs.

Here we report electronic-structure-based identifica-
tion of two insulating phases and one semiconducting
phase of KxFe2�ySe2 by angle-resolved photoemission

spectroscopy. We have found compelling evidence for
the presence of Mott-like physics in the insulating phases.
Moreover, one of the insulating phases is present in the
semiconducting and superconducting compounds, but
phase-separated at a mesoscopic scale from the semicon-
ducting and superconducting phases. This mesoscopic-
scale phase separation is most likely the cause of the
complications seen in various earlier measurements
[9,13–15]. No band folding that corresponds to the mag-
netic and vacancy orders in the insulating phases is ob-
served in the electronic structures of the semiconducting
and superconducting phases. Furthermore, we show that
the semiconducting phase could become the supercon-
ducting one upon electron doping. The rich electronic
structures discovered in these parental phases highlight
the complexity and instabilities in KxFe2�ySe2 and pro-

vide a starting point for resolving the mystery of the
highly unconventional superconductivity in this new se-
ries of iron-based chalcogenides.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

KxFe2�ySe2 single crystals were synthesized by the self-

flux method as described elsewhere in detail [7]; they show
flat, shiny, dark-black surfaces. The superconducting sample
shows an onset superconducting-transition temperature (Tc)
of 31.7K, and it reaches zero resistivity at 31.2 K. The actual
chemical compositions of the samples under study were
determined by energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy, which
gives K0:77Fe1:65Se2 for the superconductor, K0:65Fe1:67Se2
for the semiconductor, K0:78Fe1:59Se2 for the AFI1, and
K0:95Fe1:61Se2 for the AFI2, respectively. The in-house
ARPES measurements were performed at Fudan University
with 21.2 eV He-I� light from a SPECS UV-light-source
discharge lamp. The synchrotron ARPES experiments were
performed at the Beamline 5–4 station of the Stanford
Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) facility.
All the data were taken with Scienta electron analyzers,
the overall energy resolution is 15 meV in-house or
10meVat SSRL, and angular resolution is 0.3�. The samples
were cleaved in situ, and measured under ultrahigh
vacuum of 5�10�11 torr units of pressure. High-resolution
transmission-electron-microscopy (HRTEM) images and
selective-area electron-diffraction patterns were obtained at
room temperature, using a JEOL JEM-2100F transmission-
electron microscope equipped with a postcolumn Gatan
imaging filter (GIF-Tridium) at an acceleration voltage of
200 kV.

III. PHASE SEPARATION IN SUPERCONDUCTING
AND SEMICONDUCTING KxFe2�ySe2

To reveal the nature of the parent compound of this new
family of iron-based superconductors, we have studied
with ARPES the series of KxFe2�ySe2 compounds listed

in the previous section. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the
resistivity behaviors of these KxFe2�ySe2 samples are

rather versatile, including the insulating and superconduct-
ing ones [7], and a semiconducting one that is much less
insulating below 100 K as reported before [13].
Interestingly, the resistivity of the superconductor exhibits
an insulating behavior above 120 K, while that of the
semiconducting compound exhibits an inflexion at
30� 50 K. Moreover, the resistivity anomaly near 550 K
is present in all the samples, indicating the formation of the
vacancy order [7,14]. Figure 1(b) shows the valence-band-
photoemission spectra near the zone center (�) over a large
energy window for all four types of compounds. The main
spectral features are comparable in all cases; however,
difference does show up quantitatively. For example, the
feature near�1 eV differs by 270 meV for AFI1 and AFI2,
indicating that these two insulating phases are indeed
electronically different. The peak of the semiconducting
sample is situated between AFI1 and AFI2, while the peak
position of the superconducting sample is the same as that
of AFI1, but it clearly contains a shoulder structure near the
Fermi energy (EF).
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FIG. 1. Resistivities and valence bands of various KxFe2�ySe2
compounds. (a) In-plane resistivities as a function of temperature
for the AFI1 and AFI2 insulating compounds, the semiconduct-
ing compound, and the superconducting compound with the
superconducting-transition temperature (Tc) of 31 K. The resis-
tivity of the superconducting sample is multiplied by 100.
(b) Valence-band photoemission spectra at the � point for the
insulators, semiconductor, and superconductor. The dashed
vertical lines are guides to eyes for the peak positions of the
feature near �1 eV. If not specified otherwise, data here and
hereafter were taken with 21.2 eV photons from an in-house
helium-discharge lamp. The data for superconductor, semicon-
ductor, and insulators were measured at 35, 160, and 180 K,
respectively.
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The rather similar valence bands in Fig. 1(b) raise a
question as to whether these features are related to the
intrinsic electronic structures of the drastically different
phases of KxFe2�ySe2. The detailed temperature depen-

dence in Fig. 2(a) shows that the two features at �1:6 and
�0:7 eV in the superconducting sample fade away at 17 K
and disappear at 14 K. The features reappear upon increas-
ing the temperature. Moreover, if we reduce the intensity of
the 21.2 eV photons, these valence-band features recover
[Fig. 2(b)]. As shown in the background-deducted spectra
in Fig. 2(c), the valence band moves toward EF upon
decreasing the incident-photon intensity. The reaction of
the valence-band peaks at�1:6 and�0:7 eV to the photon
intensity and temperature are the typical charging behav-
iors of an insulator, since the resistivity quickly increases at
lower temperatures. When the photoelectrons leave an
insulating region, the electric charge and potential will
build up, which would smear and shift the photoemission
spectrum to higher binding energies [Fig. 2(b)]. Evidently,
as the number of photoelectrons is decreased by reducing
the photon intensity, the charging behavior could be sup-
pressed [Fig. 2(c)]. Therefore, the charging features most
probably originate from some insulating regions in the
material. Those insulating regions are most likely of the
AFI1 type, judging both from their valence-band positions
in Fig. 1(b) and from TEM evidence presented later in
Fig. 5. On the other hand, the low-energy features in the
first 0.5 eV below EF show charging-free behavior in

Fig. 2(c) and are absent in the AFI1 sample [Figs. 2(d)
and 2(e)]. These observations indicate that the low-energy
features belong to the metallic regions that are phase-
separated from the insulating regions. In fact, the inset of
Fig. 2(a) shows that these metallic states open a super-
conducting gap near EF below Tc [6]. Furthermore, the
line shape in the first 0.2 eV below EF is independent
of the charging potential developed in the insulating
regions, which proves that the electric fields in the insulat-
ing regions are well screened by the boundary charges
of the metallic regions and thus do not affect the photo-
emission there. Similar phase separation in the semicon-
ducting sample is illustrated in Figs. 2(f) and 2(g). The
insulating feature (below �0:5 eV) already shows charg-
ing behavior at temperatures higher than 60 K, while the
semiconducting features (between �0:5 eV and EF) just
start to show some charging behavior below 38 K, as
expected from the increased resistivity of the semiconduc-
tor. Moreover, while the positions of the insulating features
in the semiconducting and superconducting compounds
are almost the same as those in AFI1 at high temperatures,
suggesting that the features originate from the same AFI1
insulating phase, the charging behavior in the supercon-
ducting compound happens at the much lower temperature
of 20 K. This could be attributed to the variations of
insulating-region size in different compounds. For the
superconductor, the phase separation should happen in a
mesoscopic scale, in light of the vacancy-ordered or
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FIG. 2. Photoemission charging effects in KxFe2�ySe2. (a) Temperature dependence of the photoemission-energy-distribution curve
(EDC) at the � point of the superconductor. The inset is the symmetrized EDCs across Tc, illustrating a superconducting gap of about
10 meVat the electron-Fermi surface around the zone corner. (b) EDC at the � point of the superconductor as a function of the photon
intensity. Data were taken at 17 K. (c) The EDCs after deducting the background [diagonal short-dashed line in (b)] to highlight the
peak position shift due to the charging. (d) Temperature dependence of the EDCs at the � point for the AFI1 sample. (e) The low-
energy portion of data in (d). (f) and (g) are the same as (d) and (e), respectively, but for the semiconducting sample. The arrows on the
dashed curves in all panels indicate the band shift with enhanced charging effects. The shaded bars in (b), (c), and (g) indicate
charging-free features.
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vacancy-disordered domains observed in previous TEM
studies [10]. Indeed, as will be discussed in Sec. VI, the
phase separation between the superconducting and semi-
conducting regions and the AFI1 regions at the scales of
several nanometers could be further demonstrated by our
TEM measurements on the superconducting and semicon-
ducting KxFe2�ySe2 compounds.

IV. THE MOTT-LIKE PHYSICS IN
INSULATING KxFe2�ySe2

The prominent contribution of the insulating phase to
the valence band suggests that the insulating phase makes
up a rather large fraction of the semiconducting and super-
conducting samples. Figure 3 compares the electronic
structures of the insulating compounds with those of the
superconductor measured at 11 K, so that the contribution
to the spectra from the insulating regions in the supercon-
ductor is minimized by their own charging. The low-
energy spectral weight in the superconducting case seems
to be transferred into the feature around �0:7 eV in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) for AFI1, and �1 eV in Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d) for AFI2. Such spectral-weight transfer behaviors
resemble the opening of the Mott–Hubbard gap when the
Coulomb interactions between the electrons are turned on
[1,11,12]. Such Mott-like behavior in the insulating phases
has recently been predicted in LSDA+U (local-spin-
density approximation plus Coulomb interactions) calcu-
lations for both AFI1 and AFI2 [16–18]. It was shown that
the vacancy order alone would not open a large energy gap

in the band structure [16–19]. When the magnetic order
was included, the band was renormalized greatly. A gap
would open for AFI1 even without including the Coulomb
interactions in the calculation as the magnetic order was
extremely strong there, but including the interactions
would further increase this gap [16,17], while the interac-
tions were needed for the AFI2 case to open a gap [18]. Our
observation of the gap in both cases, particularly in the
AFI2 case, suggests that the Coulomb interactions are an
important factor of the physics here. The essentially non-
dispersive feature of the insulators in Fig. 3 further agrees
with these calculations.

V. COMPARISON OF SUPERCONDUCTING AND
SEMICONDUCTING KxFe2�ySe2

In contrast to the drastic difference between the elec-
tronic structures of the insulating and superconducting
phases, the low-energy features observed in the semicon-
ducting and superconducting samples show similar
charging-free behavior. This result suggests an intimate
relationship between these semiconducting and supercon-
ducting phases. Figure 4 compares their low-energy elec-
tronic structures along two high-symmetry cuts in the three-
dimensional (3D) Brillouin zone [20]. As illustrated in
Fig. 4(a) for the superconductor, there is a Fermi surface
around the Z point that is contributed by a band named �
and four Fermi cylinders around the zone edges that are
contributed by a band named �. The � band is in fact almost
two-fold degenerate but not distinguishable here. These are
all electronlike Fermi surfaces. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show
the photoemission intensity for the superconducting and
semiconducting phases, respectively, along cut #1 across
� as illustrated in Fig. 4(a). For the superconducting phase,
an indirect gap of about 25 meV could be observed between
the top of the two almost-degenerate bands at � called �
and � and the bottom of the � band at the zone corner
[Fig. 4(c)]. As shown in Fig. 4(d), the chemical potential of
the semiconductor is coincidentally situated in this gap.
Compared with the superconductor, the semiconducting
sample shows that the top of the � and � bands shifts up
by 55 meV, and thus is 20 meV below EF at �. Along cut #2
across Z, the gap between �=� and � or � is rather small as
shown in Fig. 4(e) for the superconducting phase, but there
is a gap of 20 meV between the chemical potential and the
top of the � and � bands for the semiconducting phase
[Fig. 4(f)]. Note that the � and � bands are absent near EF

in the semiconducting samples. One could have deduced
the unoccupied � bands to be the dashed curves in Fig. 4(b),
if it had shifted the same amount as the � band at the zone
corner. However, no traces of bands above EF in the semi-
conducting sample were detectable up to 100 K, which
means that the unoccupied states are too far to be populated
by the temperature broadening of the Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion [21]. Therefore, we could safely deduce a lower limit
of the band gap of 40 meV in the semiconducting sample
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respectively. (c) and (d) make the same comparison between
AFI2 and the superconductor. Data for the insulators and super-
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[Fig. 4(b)], which is consistent with the small indirect gap
of about 30 meV deduced from the optical-conductivity
data of the semiconducting K0:8Fe2�ySe2 [13].

The electronic structures of the superconducting and
semiconducting phases are summarized in Fig. 4(b). Our
results suggest that, because they have similar electronic
structures, the semiconducting phase is perhaps a closer
parent compound to the KxFe2�ySe2 superconductor than

the insulators are. With electron doping, the semiconductor
might evolve into a superconductor. Electronically, the
semiconducting phase of KxFe2�ySe2 appears like a con-

ventional semiconductor with fully occupied bands and a
small band gap and no magnetic order, as discussed below.
However, there is still nonrigid band behavior that suggests
possible correlation effects involved. For example, the !
and � bands shift up much more than the � and � bands in
the semiconductor compared with their positions in the
superconductor. The ! band shifts up by about 200 meV,
and the bottom of the� band is now far from the top of the�

and � bands along cut #2 in the semiconductor. Such an
interesting semiconducting phase has largely been ne-
glected in previous theoretical and experimental studies.
Our findings identify it as a possible starting point for
modeling the superconductivity in KxFe2�ySe2, which is

rather unique compared with other HTSs.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We note that the earlier TEM studies have found that
both a vacancy-ordered phase and a vacancy-disordered
phase exist in different regions of the sample [10]. It was
speculated that the vacancy-ordered phase was insulating,
while the vacancy-disordered phase was superconducting.
Consistently, two-step magnetic penetration [22] and
sharp nuclear-magnetic-resonance (NMR) spectra [23] ob-
served in KxFe2�ySe2 suggest that the superconducting

phase does not coexist with magnetic order. On the
other hand, neutron-scattering, Mössbauer-spectroscopy,
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muon-spin-rotation-and-relaxation, and transport studies
have suggested that the superconductivity coexists with
the antiferromagnetic order, although each four-iron
spin block even has a total moment as large as 13 �B

[9,14,15,24]. Surprisingly, one recent TEM study found
that the diffraction peaks corresponding to the vacancy
order diminished when the system entered the supercon-
ducting state at low temperatures, suggesting that the va-
cancy order disappeared [25]. This is hard to reconcile with
the large energy scale involved for the vacancy order, but it
seems to provide a natural explanation for the NMR data.
Thus, to date, there are still controversies and unsolved
puzzles about whether the magnetic order and the super-
conductivity coexist in KxFe2�ySe2.

The charging behavior presented in Fig. 2 indicates that
the superconducting KxFe2�ySe2 compound is composed

of superconducting regions and insulating regions, and the
semiconducting KxFe2�ySe2 compound is composed of

semiconducting regions and insulating regions. The low-
energy electronic structure of the superconducting and
semiconducting regions does not exhibit any folded feature
related to the strong vacancy or magnetic order in Fig. 4,

despite clear diffraction patterns for the
ffiffiffi

5
p � ffiffiffi

5
p

vacancy
order that have been observed with TEM in both the super-
conducting and the semiconducting samples [Fig. 5(a)].
Therefore, the superconducting or semiconducting regions
should be free of these orders. Consequently, the insulating
regions in these compounds should be the AFI1 phase,

where the magnetic and
ffiffiffi

5
p � ffiffiffi

5
p

vacancy orders are

strongly tied with each other [26]. The superstructure
Bragg peaks related to the vacancy order of the AFI2 phase
were not observed, which indicates that the AFI2 phase
might be chemically less stable than AFI1 in the compo-
sition range of the superconductor and semiconductor.
Since the charging in the superconductor and semiconduc-
tor occurs at a much lower temperature than in the insula-
tor, their insulating domains must be microscopic. To
illustrate the length scale of such a chemical phase sepa-
ration, we have taken HRTEM images of the semiconduct-
ing and superconducting samples, as shown in Figs. 5(b)
and 5(c), which appear to have certain domain structures.
To further visualize the vacancy-ordered and vacancy-
disordered regions [10], a fast Fourier transform (FFT) is
conducted on the HRTEM images in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c),
and subsequently another inverse-FFT is conducted
on the intensities only around the (� 1=5,�3=5, 0) super-
structure spots. In this way, we could obtain the effective-
dark-field image of the samples in Figs. 5(d) and 5(e)
respectively. Here, the image contrast directly reflects the
strength of the vacancy order, and the mesoscopic phase
separation at the scale of several nanometers is visualized:

Some regions exhibit rather strong
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5
p

-ordered struc-
ture, while other regions exhibit rather weak order [27].
The average domain size of the semiconductor is bigger
than that of the superconductor. We note that the bright
regions are the AFI1 phase with strong order; however, the
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The TEM data was collected at room temperature. Inset in the right panel of (a): The symmetrized EDCs of the superconductor across
Tc, illustrating a superconducting gap. (b) and (c) The typical raw HRTEM image of the semiconducting sample and superconducting
sample, respectively. (d) and (e) The effective-dark-field images constructed from the images in (b) and (c) by using the (� 1=5,
�3=5, 0) superstructure spots as described in the text. In such dark-field images, only the
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vacancy order contributes to the
image contrast, and the mesoscopic phase separation of vacancy-ordered (brighter) and vacancy-disordered (darker) regions is clearly
illustrated.
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order. It is partially a mathematical artefact
because only the Bragg spots from the ordered regions
were chosen to conduct the inverse-FFT and reconstruct
the entire dark-field image. (A numerical simulation is
presented in the supplementary material at Ref. [28] to
illustrate this artefact.) Moreover, it has been shown that
the ordered and disordered layers could be intercalated
[10]; therefore, the vacancy-ordered regions in layers
underneath the disordered regions could also contribute
some intensity to the ‘‘dark’’ or weakly ordered region.

By considering the mesoscopic phase separation, one
could resolve some of the aforementioned controversies
related to these compounds. For example, the mysterious
disappearance of the vacancy order at low temperatures in
the recent TEM study of the superconductor might be
explained by charging as well. That is, the Bragg peaks
corresponding to the vacancy order could be smeared out
by accumulated charges on the insulating domains,
although the vacancy order did not disappear at low tem-
peratures. Our findings further explain various anomalous
properties of KxFe2�ySe2, such as the very low charge-

carrier density observed in the superconducting sample in
optical studies [29]. Furthermore, it may also hint that the
hump at 120 K in the resistivity of the superconductor and
the inflexion around 30� 50 K of the semiconductor are
just a consequence of the competition between the metal-
lic, semiconducting, and insulating regions in the same
sample. In an earlier neutron-scattering study, a suppres-
sion of the ordered magnetic moment was found in the
superconducting state and was taken as the evidence for the
coexistence of the superconducting state and the magnetic
order [9]. Based on the BCS theory of superconductivity,
the superconducting coherence length � ¼ @vF=��,
where � is the superconducting gap. The coherence length
of the KxFe2�ySe2 superconductor is estimated to be about

1.2 nm, comparable to the domain size. Therefore, the
observed mesoscopic phase separation indicates that the
suppression might be due to the proximity effect, as sug-
gested in a recent theory [30].

All of the three insulating and semiconducting phases
are chemically in the vicinity of the superconducting
phase. The magnetically ordered insulating phases with a
Mott-like gap may point out the importance of strong
correlation for the superconductivity, while the clear
band dispersion in the semiconducting phase may highlight
the importance of itinerancy in the problem. We have
shown that the electronic structure of the semiconducting
phase resembles that of the superconducting phase more
than those of the insulating phases do. However, it is also
reasonable to speculate that the semiconducting phase
might be developed from the insulating phases by varying
their K, Fe, and Se compositions. Although the Fe vacancy
order and magnetic order are destroyed in the semicon-
ducting phase, spin fluctuations might still be present as
in the case of a doped Mott insulator, and they could

eventually be responsible for the emergence of the super-
conductivity upon further electron doping. In this regard, it
is worthwhile to examine the magnetic properties of the
semiconducting phase, for example, to check whether
there are still local moments through neutron-scattering
experiments.
To summarize, we have identified various phases of

KxFe2�ySe2 and provided electronic evidence for a meso-

scopic phase separation of the superconducting and semi-
conducting phases and the AFI1 insulating phase. The
spectral-weight transfer in the AFI1 and AFI2 phases
resembles the opening of a Mott gap, indicating that the
Coulomb interaction becomes evident when the magnetic
order sets in. On the other hand, except for a strong
renormalization of bandwidth, the electronic structures
measured in the superconducting and semiconducting
phases are not drastically altered from local-density-
approximation (LDA) results. The semiconducting phase
is possibly a closer parent compound that may lead to the
superconductor upon electron doping. Our results not only
give a comprehensive understanding of various anomalous
properties of this material, but they also provide the foun-
dation for a microscopic understanding of this new class of
iron-based high-temperature superconductors.
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